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                                                         Abstract 
The viscosity of hadronic matter is studied using a classical evaluation of the scattering 
angle and a quantum mechanical discussion based on phase shifts from a potential. Semi 
classical limits of the quantum theory are presented. A hard sphere and an attractive 
square well potential step are each considered as well as the combined effects of both. 
The lowest classical value of the viscosity for an attractive potential is shown to be a hard 
sphere limit. The high wave number-short wavelength limits of the quantum result have 
scaling laws associated with it for both the viscosity and entropy. These scaling laws are 
similar to the Fraunhoher diffraction increase for the hard sphere geometric cross section. 
Specific examples for nuclear collisions are given. The importance of the nuclear tensor 
force and hard core is mentioned. The viscosityη , entropy density s and s/η  ratio are 
calculated for a gas of dilute neutrons in the unitary limit of large scattering length. Away 
from the unitary limit, the ratio of the interaction radius or the scattering length to the 
interparticle spacing introduces a variable y besides the fugacity z . The isothermal 
compressibility is shown to impose important constraints. The results for s/η are 
compared to the AdS/CFT string theory minimum of Bk/)4/1( hπ to see how close a 
nucleonic gas is to being a perfect fluid. The s/η ~1 Bk/h for a neutron gas in its unitary 
limit. The s/η ~ 3 Bk/h treating the nuclear scattering as billiard ball collisions. The 
minimum s/η for a neutron gas occurs in regions of negative isothermal compressibility 
and high fugacity where higher virial terms are important. In a neutron-proton system 
higher virial terms are associated with a liquid-gas phase transition and critical opalescent 
phenomena. A connection between the nuclear flow tensor and viscosity is developed 
using a Fokker-Planck equation and a relaxation time description. The type of flow-
laminar, vortex, turbulent- is investigated.  
 
PACS 24.10.Pa, 21.65.Mn, 66.20.-d 
 
I. Introduction 
 
   Understanding the viscosity of matter is of interest in many regimes of energy and in 
several different areas of physics. These areas include atomic systems, nuclear matter, 
neutron star physics, low energy to relativistic energy heavy ion collisions and at the 
extreme end string theory.  For example viscosity plays a role in collective flow 
phenomena in medium and relativistic heavy ion collisions (RHIC). Specifically, 
viscosity inhibits or resists flow in such collisions. Ref. [1,2] are early theoretical studies 
of viscosity and flow. Some recent experimental results for RHIC physics can be found in 
Ref. [3] and some overviews are in Ref. [4,5]. A microscopic kinetic theory description 
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of viscosity involves the transport of momentum across an area and involves particle 
interactions through mean free path arguments. If interactions are strong, the shear 
viscosity is small. The shear viscosity is inversely proportional to the scattering cross 
section. Substances with low kinematic viscosity and with high Reynolds number do not 
flow smoothly as in laminar flow, but rather form eddies when flowing around obstacles. 
The Reynolds number also depends on the flow velocity and the eddy behavior is easily 
seen by putting a paddle in water in a boat moving at various speeds. Surprisingly, in 
relativistic heavy ion collisions, the quarks and gluons act as a strongly coupled liquid 
[6,7,8] with low viscosity rather than a nearly ideal gas of asymptotically free particles 
with high viscosity. Low viscosity fluids which interact strongly are called nearly perfect 
fluids. String theory has put a small lower limit on the ratio of shear viscosityη over 
entropy density s given by Bks πη 4/(/ h≥ ) [9] with Bk the Boltzmann constant. The string 
theory result has generated considerable interest in questions concerning strongly 
correlated systems and viscosity. The focus of the present paper is on low and moderate 
energy systems of interacting nucleons. A system of nucleons has parallel properties such 
as correlated behavior, bound states, phase transitions and critical point behavior.  
   Nearly perfect fluids with very low viscosity appear also in cold atoms. Properties of 
interacting quantum degenerate Fermi gases were first observed in atomic systems [10-
12]. Atoms are cooled in a laser trap to the point where quantum statistics and an 
associated thermal wavelength play an important role. Such systems can be tuned by 
using a magnetic field and properties of Feshbach resonances are used to study the strong 
coupling crossover from a Bose –Einstein condensate of bound pairs to a Bardeen-
Cooper-Scrieffer BCS superfluid state of Cooper pairs. A remarkable aspect of strongly 
interacting Fermi gases is a universal behavior which occurs when the scattering length is 
very large compared to the interparticle spacing. In this unitary limit, properties of a 
heated gas are determined by the density ρ and temperatureT , independent of the details 
of the two body interaction. Early theoretical discussions of dilute Fermi systems at 
infinite scattering length can be found in Ref. [13,14]. At temperature 0=T , the Fermi 
energyE  of a strongly interacting Fermi gas differs from the Fermi energy FE of a non-
interacting Fermi gas by a universal factorξ with FEE ξ= . Accounting for this difference 
in nuclear systems is referred to as the Bertsch challenge problem [15]. Initial work on 
this problem was done by Barker [16] and latter Heiselberg [17]. A Monte Carlo 
numerical study of the unitary limit of pure neutron matter is given in Ref. [18]. Analytic 
studies of pure neutron systems can be found in the extensive work of Bulgac and 
collaborators [19-21]. In these studies the dimensionless factor 4.0≈ξ . 
   Part of present paper is an extension of an earlier work [1] in which the viscosity of 
hadronic matter was studied using a relaxation time approximation to the Boltzmann 
equation and also a Fokker-Planck description. This earlier paper focused on features 
associated with collective flow. Specifically, the kinetic flow tensor was related to the 
pressure tensor and the collective velocity field. The pressure tensor, in turn, was related 
to the nuclear viscosity. The Kubo-Green formulae [22,23,24] relates the viscosity to 
time fluctuations in the pressure tensor. A calculation of the Reynolds number showed 
that the flow is laminar. A Fokker Planck approach has been recently used [25] to study 
the viscosity of the quark-gluon phase. A relaxation time approach also appears in Ref. 
[26,27] for trapped Fermi gas in a oscillator well near the unitary limit of large scattering 
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length. Questions related to entropy in nuclear systems were also studied early on [28] 
using the Sakur-Tetrode law and the Saha-equation. Recently, the behavior of entropy in 
the unitary limit was given [29]. The work presented in this paper gives a more refined 
calculation of the viscosity than given in Ref. [1] as well as further discussions of the 
entropy. Both classical and a quantum approaches to the viscosity are discussed using a 
Chapman-Enskog description [30,31]. The classical calculation involves the scattering 
angle while the quantum approach relates the viscosity to properties of the scattering 
phase shifts. In such studies a potential must be specified. The interactions used here to 
describe the nuclear scattering are a square well potential, a pure hard core and a 
combination of the two. The pure hard core potential pictures the collisions as arising 
from impenetrable billard balls and is used as a comparison. The discussion of viscosity 
from a pure hard core potential also contains new results which show a scaling law 
regime with increasing momentum of the colliding pair of nucleons. This scaling feature 
parallels results that arise when considering scattering from a hard sphere [32] which lead 
to a diffractive increase by a factor of two from the classical result of 2Rπ . The square 
well potential with a hard core approximates a nuclear potential and the role of the 
nuclear hard core as well as the nuclear tensor force are mentioned . A study of viscosity 
using a delta-shell potential can be found in Ref.[33,34]. The focus here will be on a pure 
one component system- such as in a gas of neutrons. One important feature of the 
interaction between nucleons is the very large scattering length sla and its associated 
unitary regime. The unitary limit of the viscosity and entropy is examined for this system. 
A study of Feshbach resonances and the second virial coefficient in atomic systems is 
given in ref. [35,36]. Viscosity to entropy considerations also appear in the damping of 
giant resonances in nuclear physics [37] and in atoms in laser traps [38].  
   
II. Classical and quantum approaches to the viscosity 
 
                   II. A.  Mean free path and relaxation time approaches 
 
    First, the standard discussion of the viscosity that can be found in textbooks such as 
Ref. [39] relate the viscosity to the number density ρ , mass of a fluid particlem , mean 
speed v) = πmTkB /8  of a Boltzmann distribution and mean free path λl  as 
 
             λρη lvm)3
1=  .                                                                                                         (1) 
 
The mean free path )/(1 ρσλ =l . The scattering cross section 2Dπσ = for hard sphere 
scattering of particles with diameterD . For this description the viscosityη no longer 
depends on the number densityρ and is simply 
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Theη does not involve Planck’s constant. If the mean free path is taken as τλ vl )= , with 
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τ  the mean time between collisions, the ετη ~ . The =ε VE /  ρ2~ vm) is the energy 
density and E is the energy per particle. Theρ now explicitly appears inη but is removed 
as follows. Taking the entropy density as Bks ρ~ , the ratio BkEs /~/ τη  is againρ  
independent. The product τE is governed by an uncertainty relation [2,4,5] in a quantum 
approach, giving Bks /~/ hη with the particular constant of proportionality π4/1 from 
string theory. In a relaxation time approximation to the Boltzmann equation [1], the 
collision term is replaced with Rcoll ffdtdf τ/)()/( 0−−= with 0f  the local equilibrium 
phase space distribution. The viscosity is then TkBRρτη =  and is directly related to a 
relaxation time Rτ . The Tkvm B~2) which leads to ~η REτρ as discussed above.  
 
                                    II.B.  Chapman-Enskog Theory 
 
    The Chapman-Enskog theory[30,31] relates the viscosityη to terms involving the 
scattering angle χ  or phase shift lδ .  Fig. 1 shows scattering off various potentials.  
 
 
FIG.1. Scattering off various potentials. Left figure is hard sphere scattering. 
Middle figure is scattering off an attractive potential. Snell’s law of 
reflection applies to the hard sphere case and gives the scattering angle χ or 
angle of deflection with respect to the initial direction as iθπχ 2−= . Snell’s 
law of refraction fi n θθ sinsin = applies to the attractive well and has 
)(2 if θθχ −= . Right figure is the combined effect of an attractive square well 
with an inner hard core. The right figure is discussed in section II.B.5.   
 
Angular momentum conservation leads to Snell law of refraction ifn θθ sinsin = , 
with Rbi /sin =θ , and 
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V +=+ h .                                (3) 
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Theb is the impact parameter andE is the incident energy. This equivalence with an 
index of refraction shows why the reflection and refraction ),( 0VEn of light can be 
explained in terms of both Huygens wave picture and classical Newtonian mechanics. 
Fermat’s principle that the path taken is the one of least time leads to Snell’s equations 
for reflection and refraction. The particle/quantum picture is due to Feynman and 
represents the process as a sum of all phasors over all possible paths that a photon will 
take in the case of light. The Fresnel equations determine the reflected and refracted 
intensities by boundary conditions on the E&M waves at an interface. Corresponding, the 
phase shifts for particles are obtained in a similar manner from the wave function. The 
wavelength dependence given in Eq. 3 arises from the deBroglie relation ph /=λ .   
   The viscosity is obtained from [30,31] 
 
        )2,2(28
5
ωπ
πη
R
TmkB=                                                                                                            (4) 
 
 
with )2,2(ω  given by 
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where φφ ≡),,()2(12 RVE is evaluated both classically and in a quantum approach. The 
TkE B/
2 =γ with µ2/22kE h= and withµ the reduced mass. The classical approach uses 
 
             ∫∞ ⋅= 0 2 )(sin2 dbbχπφ .                                                                                         (6) 
 
The quantum calculation evaluates φ using  
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The lδ is the 'l th phase shift of the potential used to describe the scattering. 
For identical particles, the factor π4 is replaced with π8 and the sum is over even l for 
bosons and odd l for “spinless” fermions. Spin effects for fermions can also be included –
see appendix A. The total cross section for scattering is simply  
     
            l
l
l
k
δπσ 22 sin)12(4 ∑ +=                                                                                        (8) 
 
and this expression has some features that parallel the expression forφ . The cross section 
appears in Eq. 1 for the viscosity through the factor involving the mean free path. A 
somewhat related quantity that will appear in expressions for the entropy [29] is the Beth-
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Ulhenbeck continuum integral [40-42] which is labeled CB and given by : 
 
        CB ∑ ∫ −+=
l
B
l dkTmkk
dk
dl )/exp()12(1 22hδπ .                                                         (9) 
  
 
      II. B.1 Classical calculation of viscosity for a hard sphere potential. 
 
For hard sphere of radius CR scattering, the impact parameter 2/cos χCRb = and 
χχ dRbdb C )(sin)4/1( 2−= . Thus 3/2 2CRπφ = and therefore 2)2,2( =ω . The viscosity is  
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This expression for the viscosity can be compared to that given by Eq. 1 with 
2
CRπσ = and πmTkv B /8=) leading to   
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The ratio of these two expressions forη is (5/16)/ π3/8( )=1.04, a difference of 4%.  
The differential cross section is 4//)sin/()( 2CRddbb =⋅−= χχχσ and total 2CRπσ =  
which is the geometric cross section since anything hitting the sphere is scattered.  
 
     II.B.2 Classical calculation of viscosity for a square well potential. 
 
For a square well ,2/χθθ += if  nif /sinsin θφ = and thus  
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 The connection between b and χ can also be written as 
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When the index of refraction 1→n , 0→χ  and when ∞→n , 0→fθ , and iθχ 2−→ . 
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The differential scattering cross section can be obtained from χχχσ ddbb /)sin/)( = . 
Letting )2/cos(χ=z , )(χσ = ))21(4/())(1( 2222 nznzznnzRn −+−− . The )(χσ is 
constrained by 01≥−nz . The largest scattering angle χ is when Rb = , 1sin =iθ and 
nf /1sin =θ . The rrz θπθχ sin)2/cos()2/cos( =−== = n/1 . At this point 1−nz  
vanishes and 0)( =χσ . The 2Rπσ = , which is the sameσ as that of a hard sphere.  The 
viscosity based on Eq. 1 would then have 2/1 Rl ρπλ = . However, the Chapman-Enskog 
approach requires an evaluation of φφ ≡),,( 0)2(12 RVE  and thenω to obtainη . Theφ is  
 
    +−++++−−= 49754322 120/)302044020403016(2/ nnnnnnnnRπφ   
    
                          )]1/()1log[()120/)1)(1(15( 482 −+−− nnnnn .                                       (14) 
                                                                                   
Two limits can be considered. One limit is forn near unity and the other for largen . For  
n near unity, ε+= 1n withε small. Then ( )3/}32log2log2{2 322 εεεπφ −++−= R  
and thus 0, →ωφ if 1→n and ∞→η . However in this limit of infinite viscosity, the 
concept of momentum transport from collisions between layers of fluid fails since the 
particles move back and forth between the endpoints defined by the moving walls of the 
container. In subsection II.B.5 a hard core will be include inside the attractive potential 
and ωφ, will not longer go to zero. For largen , )...)3/(1)35/(23/1(2 22 nnR −−= πφ . The 
1/3 term in the parenthesis gives the hard sphere result. The ),,( 0
)2(
12 RVEφ can be 
substituted into the integral forω , using 2/1 γThn += with TkVh BT /0≡ , which in turn 
determinesη . The general behavior of ω with TkVh BT /0= is shown in Fig. 2.          
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The classical behavior of 2/ω versus TkVh BT /0= for an 
attractive potential. The limit ∞→Th has 12/ →ω which is the hard sphere 
limit. The rise of 2/ω to the value1is approximately exponential with 
≈ω 2 )))(25.0exp(1( 8.0Th−− . The exact calculation shown in the figure slightly 
overshoots 1 which will be neglected. The exponential representation has a 
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slightly higher value at low Th .  
  
 The results of Fig. 2 show that the classical calculation of the viscosity over a broad 
range of TkVh BT /0= from an attractive potential can be approximated as 
       
                  
)))/(25.0exp(1(16
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2 TkVR
Tmk
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B
−−= π
πη  .                                                    (15) 
 
Therefore, in a classical evaluation of the viscosity, the smallest value ofη  for an 
attractive interaction is at the largest value ofω  which is the hard sphere result.  
 
    II.B.3 Quantum calculation of viscosity for a hard sphere potential  
    and the semi-classical limit 0→h .  
 
First, results for hard sphere scattering will be given and compared to the classical 
evaluation. The phase shifts for a hard sphere are simply )(/)(tan xxj lll ηδ = with lj and 
lη Bessel functions. The CkRx = , with CR  the hard sphere radius and k the wave number. 
The quantities ηωφ ,, , as well as the entropy which will be used later, are all developed in 
appendix A. Theω can be rewritten as 
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with 2)2/( πλξ CT R= . The quantum wavelength Tmkh BT πλ 2/= is a de Broglie 
wavelength associated with the thermal momentum mpTkE B 2/~~
2 . Theγ that 
appears inω is )/)(2/( CT Rx λπγ =  . The φ  sum has the following scaling property 
when ∞→x : 3/2 2CRπφ → which is the classical hard sphere scattering result mentioned 
above. The scaling behavior of )(xφ is shown in Fig.3. This scaling result parallels a 
similar result for the cross section which in the high energy limit 22 CRπσ → . This factor 
of two increase over the hard sphere geometrical area 2CRπ  arises from diffraction.   
 
         )(xφ)  
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                                                              x  
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FIG. 3.  (Color online) Scaling property of )(xφ) with .x The quantity plotted is 
φ) ))()((sin)]32/()2)(1[()/6( 222 xxlllx lll δδ −⋅+++Σ≡ + versus x . For this rescaled 
quantity the limiting value is unity. The 6/4 2φπφ )CR= .  
 
The other extreme energy is a low energy result. At very low energies only an −S wave 
phase shift is important. The cross section goes to ,4 2CRπ  or four times the geometrical 
result. Also, 3/8 2CRπφ → for 1<<x .  The −S wave phase shift is xkRC −=−=0δ , giving 
2/3 for the bracket term in the integration for small x since 22sin xx ≈ . The integration of 
72 )exp( xxξ− is 4/3 ξ resulting in 8=ω compared to the classical value 2=ω . Corrections 
from spin and identical particles can be included and are given in appendix A. For now, 
these corrections will be neglected since a comparison is made with the classical 
calculation which does not contain these factors. The range ofη is then 
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The behavior of ω is determined by 2)2/( πλξ CT R= which in turn depends on the 
temperatureT through Tλ . LowT has low associated energies and large Tλ . When 
1/ >>CT Rλ , only small x contribute to the integral because )exp( 2xξ− suppresses large x . 
Both extreme endpoints in Eq. (17) do not involveh . The semi-classical limit has 
0→h and 0→ξ . In this limit, the scaling behavior shown in Fig. 3 arises andη is the 
classical value. To see how the viscosity evolves from the −S wave limit to the classical 
value, small x expansions are made for the FDP ,, phase shifts as given in appendix A. 
These results for ,...,,, 3210 δδδδ  can be used to obtain an expansion forω for small x , 
further expanded in even l and odd l components Eω and Oω , as  
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The factor8 is the pure −S wave result. The 2/1 ξ term arises solely from a −P wave.  
The contribution of each partial wave is also given. It should be noted that the result of 
Eq. (18) gives an expansion forω  in inverse powers of 2h since 2)2/( πλξ CT R=  2~ h .  
The viscosity is connected to this series expansion around the −S wave scattering limit 
using Eq. (4). The hard sphere quantum result forη is shown in Fig.4 as a function of ξ . 
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FIG. 4: (Color online)  The hard sphere quantum viscosity as a function of ξ . 
The vertical axis is Clηη / , the ratio of the quantum result for the viscosity 
divided by the classical hard sphere result which is given by Eq. (10) with 
2=ω . At low values ofξ , the quantum calculation is the same as the 
classical result. At largeξ the quantum result is ¼ the classical result.  
 
       II.B.4 Quantum calculation of viscosity for a square well potential  
       and the unitary limit 
     
Square well phase shifts are determined by the boundary conditions of continuity of the 
wave function and its slope at the square well radius. The phase shift lδ is given by the 
equation )}()(/{)}()({tan xnxnkxjxjk lllllll γγδ −′−′=  with )(/)( yjyj lll ′= αγ . The 
2
0
2 /2 hµα Vk += , Ry α= , kRx = . The prime superscript on the spherical Bessel 
functions represent derivatives with respect to x or y . The xVEny ),( 0= with ),( 0VEn  
= EV /1 0+ the index of refraction of the classical description. Again, the low energy 
behavior will be considered as a baseline for comparison. In this limit the DS −  wave 
phase shift 002 δδδ −≈− and the bracket term in Eq. (16) is 202 3/sin2 xδ . The −S wave 
kRRRkR −= ααδ tan)/arctan[(0 . An effective range approximation for 0δ reads 
2//1cot 200 krak sl +−=δ . The scattering length )/tan1( 00 RRRasl αα−= and the 
effective range is 23200 3//1 slsl aRaRr −−= α . The 200 /2 hVµα = . For large sla , Rr ≈0 . 
A zero energy bound state appears when 2/0 πα =R . Then ∞→sla . Similarly, for a zero 
energy resonant like state −∞→sla . In an effective range approximation the ω  
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As a further approximation, 0r terms can be neglected when 0rasl >> . Then 
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where 22 / slaRξζ =  = 2)2/( πλ slT a and ),0( gΓ is a gamma function, with the special 
case )(),0( 1 gEg =Γ  = dtteg
t∫∞ −− 1 . The limit ∞→sla is referred to as the unitary limit. In 
the unitary limit 3/8ξω → 3/)2/(8 2πλ RT= .Thusω introduces quantum effects via the 
factor Tλ . The −S wave unitary or universal thermodynamic limit forη  is determined by 
the quantum wavelength Tλ and is independent of the radius of the potential: 
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15
T
BTmk
λ
πη →  = 2
2/3)(
16
15
h
TmkBπ
3232
15
Tλπ
h= .                                  (21) 
 
The last equality in Eq. (21) shows that the viscosity is proportional to Planck’s constant 
divided by the quantum volume 3Tλ and also related to a thermal momentum Tmkp B~  
as 23 /~ hpη . At MeVTkB 10= , the result of Eq.(21) is 323 /1003.1 fmsMeV ⋅⋅ − and at 
MeVTkB 10= , it is ./10032.0 323 fmsMeV ⋅⋅= −η  By contrast the −S wave hard sphere  
limit can be written asη = )/()16/25( 2CT Rπλπ h⋅ but is h independent.   
   For identical particles, the π4 is changed to π8 in φ and the sum is over even or odd 
l states. For particles with spin, spin factors appear. Identical spin 2/1 fermions 
interacting through a −S wave, 0=l state are coupled to a total spin zero singlet state. 
This introduces an additional factor of ¼ inφ . The net effect is to reduceφ by ½, thereby 
increasingη for fermions to twice the value given above to:   
 
                      3216
15
Tλπη
h= .                                                                                           (22) 
 
The unitary limit forη is independent of the potential used since it is based on an effective 
range result and with ∞→sla . A calculation of η with a delta shell potential [33] gave 
the same result and also the same result can be found in Ref. [26,27].    
 
                 II.B.5 The role of the nuclear tensor force and hard core 
 
    Some remarks on the role of the nuclear tensor force are as follows. The quantum 
theory of viscosity has )(sin)32/()2)(1(~ 2
2
lllll δδη −⋅+++Σ + . The nuclear non-central 
tensor force couples the 1
3S phase shift to the 1
3D . In general, channels  with spin 1=S and 
angular momentum 1−= JL  are coupled to channels with spin 1=S and angular 
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momentum 1+= JL . The analysis of phase shifts involves a parameter labeled Jε [43]. 
The centrifugal barrier suppresses the wave function at low energies where the phase 
shift 12~ +ll kδ and at these energies Jε ~ lk 2 . In the isospin 0=I channel (np system) the 
nucleon-nucleon 1
3S starts at the valueπ  because of the deuteron bound state and 
decrease rather quickly, reaching a value of ~ 2/π within the laboratory energy range of 
MeV5 . (See Fig.2-34, P264 in Ref. [43]) .Thereafter the 1
3S phase shift decreases only 
slightly over the energy range MeVMeV 505 − . Note that the low region near πδ ~][ 13S  
does not contribute toη  since .0sin2 =π  The 13D  phase shift starts at a value equal to 0 
and becomes somewhat significant at energies above MeV15 . Thus features related to 
the tensor force are suppressed for low enough temperatures. In the isospin I =1 channel, 
the npppnn ,, −S wave interaction is in the spin singlet 0=S state or 01S state. The tensor 
force does not act on a singlet state. In the I =1channel, the npppnn ,,  −P wave 
interaction is in the spin triplet 1=S state which has 2,1,0=J components or 2,1,03P states. 
The tensor force couples a spin triplet −P  wave to a spin triplet 3=l −F wave 
where 4,3,2=J . Since J must be the same, the tensor coupling is between 23P  and 23F . 
Again, the tensor force couples only becomes important at higher energies because the 
centrifugal barrier suppresses the 3=l wave function compared to the 1=l wave function.  
   Calculations of the effect of a hard core can be incorporated into a potential model. An 
analysis was represented in Ref. [29] for −S wave phase shifts arising from a square well 
interaction with a hard core. The −S wave phase shift for this potential is given b      
CCC kRRRkRRRkR −−−−= )()(tan)/arctan[( 0000 ααδ . The 2022 αα += k  and 
2
00 /2 hVµα = . In an effective range approximation, the scattering length is 
)/)(tan1( 0000 RRRRa Csl αα −−= and the effective range is now CC rrr 000 +=+ with 
=Cr0 )/1//21( 2202200 slslslC aaRaRR α++− . The hard core renormalizes sla and 0r . The CR is 
the radius of the core and 0R is the radius of the attractive square well. Results for higher 
partial waves where also given in Ref. [29]. 
    The modifications due to a hard core in a classical approach are shown in the right 
figure in Fig. 1. Depending on the impact parameterb , index of refraction ),( 0VEn and 
radius of the hard core CR the particle either misses the hard core or intersects it. For a 
given index of refraction the division between the two trajectories occurs at an impact 
parameter mb determined by 0/sin RnRn Cf =θ = 0/sin Rbmi =θ or simply Cm nRb = . For 
mbb > , the )(2 fi θθχ −−= and the results of Eq. (12) can be used. If mbb ≤ , the χ is 
determined by )(22 fi θθπθχ β −−−= ,  Cf RR /)sin(/sin 0 θπθβ −= . When 0RRC → , 
fθπθβ −→ and iθπχ 2−= , which is the hard sphere χ . Subsection II.B.2 has 0, →ωφ , 
and ∞→η as 1→n . However with a hard core and with 1≈n , the scattering is basically 
off the hard core since CCm RnRb ≈=  and the results of subsection II.B.1 apply. For 
largen such that 0RnRb Cm ≥= then all impact parameters lead to trajectories that intersect 
the hard core. For ∞→n all trajectories are directed toward the center inside the 
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attractive region. Such trajectories then get reflected backwards against the incident path 
and leave the attractive region at the incident angle in the forward direction so that 
iθπχ 2−= . The result is again reflection off a hard sphere but now off a sphere of 
radius 0R . The ratio of theφ integrals at the limits 1→n and ∞→n  is then 202 / RRC .  
 
     II.B.6 Low energy behavior of the viscosity of a dilute neutron gas 
 
The viscosity of a dilute gas of neutrons will now be considered.  A previous study of the 
second virial coefficient showed that the −S  wave approximation accurately described 
the scattering up to temperatures of ~15MeV before −P wave and −D wave 
contributions start to become significant.  In a space symmetric 0=l −S wave state, the 
neutrons are coupled to a total spin 0=S antisymmetric state. In this channel the 
observed −S wave scattering length is fmasl 4.17−=  and the effective range is 
.4.20 fmr =  A potential of the type considered in this paper that reproduces these 
properties has an attractive depth of MeV4.31 with a radius of fm2 and hard core of 
radius fm27.0 [29]. Theω integral given by Eq. (20), when corrected for an effective 
range contribution, leads to a viscosity  
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with ))(2/( 0
2 raa slslT −= πλζ )1//(12.0))((/()( 02 MeVTkTkraamcc BBslsl =−= h . The  
factor 138.14.17/8.19/)( 0 ==− slsl ara . The last bracket term in Eq. 23 is the unitary 
limit. The middle square bracket term is equal to 0.9 at ,5.0 MeVTkB = where 24.=ζ and 
is equal to 0.99 at ,10MeVTkB = where 012.0=ζ . Thus the viscosity of a neutron gas is 
within ~10% of its unitary limit when MeVTkB 5.0≥ . In the above equation the factor in 
square bracket is very accurately approximated by 3/1 ζ+ for the entire range ofζ . The 
3/ζ is obtained from the asymptotic value of ),0()1(2 3 ζζζζ ζ Γ−−+ e for largeζ . The 
value1is the unitary limit. Thus the viscosity is very accurately given by 
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The first term alone in the first bracket is larger than the unitary limit since 
slsl ara /)( 0+ >1. The second term, with an overall )/(1 2 Tsla λ  dependence, becomes large 
when 3~)2/( slT aπλ . For fmasl 4.17= , the fmT 76~λ and thus ~T 1/20MeV for the 
second term to become comparable to the first term.  
 
II. Entropy and viscosity to entropy density ratio 
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           III.A.1 General considerations 
 
    The equation of stateEOS can be used to obtain the interaction part of the entropy 
using the Maxwell relation TV VSTP )/()/( ∂∂=∂∂ . TheEOS to second order in the virial 
expansion is )/ˆ/( 222 VAbVATkP B −= . The energy including the interaction energy [29] 
obtained from the thermodynamic identity PVPTVE TT −∂∂=∂∂ )/()/(  leads to 
)/()2/3(),( 2
2 dTbdTkTAkTVE BB
)+= . The temperature dependence of ),( TVE and 
),( TVS are connected by VV TSTTE )/()/( ∂∂=∂∂ . Also .)/()/( PVSTVE TT −∂∂=∂∂   
The int,2,22 bbb exc
))) += where excb ,2
)
is the exchange part of the virial coefficient and 
int,2b
)
arises from interactions. The excb ,2
)
= ST g/)2/1(
32/7 λ± with Sg = 12 +S and the + sign is 
for bosons and the minus sign is for fermions. The interaction int,2b
)
is 
 
     22/33
int,2
/2 ST g
b
λ
)
= ∑∑ +−
J
J
B
b
JE
J gTk
JEg
b
π
1))(exp(
)(
∫ − dkbkdkd J )exp( 2δ Cb BB +≡ .          (25) 
 
The πλ 2/2Tb = . The bB is the bound part of int,2b
)
with )(JEb the energy of a bound state 
with spin J and degeneracy Jg . The second term involving dkd l /δ is a term due to Beth 
and Uhlenbeck [40-42] and it reflects continuum correlations and is labeled CB . The 
interaction part of the entropy is obtained from int,2b
)
using dTbTdVAkS B /)()/( int,2
2
int
)= . 
The interaction entropy can also be written in terms ofξ 222 2// CTC RRb πλ== as a variable 
which is useful when evaluating intS for a hard core potential. Specifically, 
 
     

−= )()2(2 2/122/322
2/32
int ξξξξπ CCSB Bd
dR
gV
AkS .                                                          (26) 
 
A similar expression applies in an effective range approximation withξ replaced with 
))((2/(2 OslslT raa −== πλζ and 2CR replaced by )( Oslsl raa − .  
 
            III.A.2 S-wave effective range results and the unitary limit  
 
The −S wave effective range approximation leads to [29] 
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The last approximation in Eq. (27) omits the 4k term which turns out to accurately 
describe the behavior of CB unless 0~ rasl  . Also if 00 >> Slar the 4k is necessary to keep 
the integral from diverging. Away from these regions, the CB is given by 
 
CB braa
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raa
araa
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−− .             (28)  
 
 
The unitary limit is ±∞→sla . In this limit, the continuum contribution CB to intb
)
 is  
 
       =CB ⋅− ][ slasign 300 )(32
1
4
1
2
1
b
r
b
r
ππ +− = 
300 )(
16
23
4
2
2
1
TT
rr
λ
π
λ +− .          (29) 
 
When +∞→sla , the bound state term of 1 and continuum term 2/][ slasign− = 2/1−  
give +½ which is the same result for a zero energy resonance with Jg =1. The Tr λ/0 part 
of CB does not contribute to the intS . The intS in the limit −∞→sla is  
 
          

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Even in the limit of infinite scattering length, features related to the effective range 
persist [29]. For intS the residual effects of the effective range have a cubic dependence.  
 
          III.A.3 Entropy for a neutron gas 
 
For spin ½ fermions, and in particular for a pair of neutrons, the −S wave interaction is in 
the spin singlet =S 0 state while the −P wave interaction is in the spin triplet 1=S state 
and has 2,1,0=J . The −J weighted average of the 23,1303 , PPP phase shifts given by 
9/)}(1)(3)(5{)( 0
3
1
3
2
33 PPPP δδδδ ++=  is small [43]. Both a nuclear spin-orbit force and 
tensor force are necessary to explain features associated with the −P wave phase shifts. 
A spin-orbit force given by 2/))1()1()1()(()( +−+−+=⋅ ssllJJrVSLrV LSLS
rr
 cannot 
account for the behavior of the triplet −P wave phase shifts. If the spin-orbit were the 
only spin dependent force the 1
3P 1=J phase shift would be intermediate between the 
2,2
3 =JP  and 0,03 =JP phase shifts from the )1( +JJ dependence in SL
rr ⋅ . This feature 
is not consistent with experimental results shown in Fig. 5. The −D wave interaction is in 
the spin singlet 2,0 == JS state and has )( 21Dδ . The )( 21Dδ is small as shown in Fig. 5. 
Thus the neutron gas entropy is mainly dominated by the −S wave term. In an effective 
range theory the −S wave entropy is given by Eq. (30).   
                                                                                                                                               . 
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FIG. 5. The nucleon-nucleon isospin T=1 phase shifts in radians versus ).(MeVELab  The 
figure appears in part in Bohr and Mottleson [43]. 
 
              III.A.4 Entropy of a hard sphere gas 
 
For a hard sphere gas the bound state contribution 0=bB and CB  is obtained from 
)(/)(tan xxj lll ηδ = , CkRx =  and dxd l /δ )))()((/(1 222 xxjx ll η+−= . Appendix A gives a 
complete discussion of intS and alsoη . Using 222 2// CTC RRb πλξ == , the −S wave 
contribution to 2/2/1−−= ξCB and the interaction entropy 0int =S by Eq. (26).                                                  
At very high energy, or as ∞→x , the following scaling relation [29] was noted: 
 
        ≡2S 422
0 3
2
))()((
1)12( x
xxj
l
ll
x
l
→++∑= η .                                                                 (31) 
 
 In the limit that many terms contribute to CB   
 
          CB = )exp()12(
1 2
0
bk
dk
dldk l
l
−+∫ ∑∞
=
δ
π = 3
3
3
2
T
CR
λπ− .                                             (32) 
 
For spin zero bosons and spin ½ fermions these scaling or geometric limits are reduced 
by ½ -see appendix A. For high T  the interaction entropy is then 
 
                     
V
AkRS BC
2
3
int )3
4(
2
1 π−→ .                                                                           (33) 
 
The value VAkVS BC 2/
2
int −= , with hard core volume 3/4 3CC RV π= , is the semi classical 
limit of the interaction entropy. The result can be obtained from the quantum result by 
taking 0→h or 0→ξ . The intS is density VA / dependent but temperatureT independent. 
This result will be compared with a van der Waals gas in the next subsection.   
  For a monatomic ideal gas of A nucleons, the entropy is given by the Sakur-Tetrode 
expression [28] which is )/ln( 32/5 TSBid AVgeAkSS λ== .  
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with the+ sign for fermions and the – sign for bosons in the ± signs in S .  
 
II.A.5. Comparison with a van der Waals gas; comments on the role of a 
 liquid/gas phase transition, critical point fluctuations and critical opalescence. 
 
TheEOS of a van der Waal gas is TAkAbVVATaP Bex =−+ )))(/)((( 22 . The exb is the 
excluded volume term and the )(Ta arises from two particle attractive interactions which 
can be temperature dependent. Using the Maxwell identity listed above, the entropy is  
SexB CdTTdaVATAbVAkS ++−= )/)()(/()ln( 22/3 , with SC a constant. Spin entropy 
will be omitted. The Sakur-Tetrode law for the entropy is a quantum theory result for an 
ideal gas (no )(, Tab ) and gives SC = BB AkmkAhAk )2/5())2/(ln(
2/33 +− π . A constant 
BAk)2/5( also appears in the Sakur-Tetrode law from PVE + . The entropy is then 
 
            
V
A
dT
Tda
A
AbVeAkS
T
ex
B
2
3
2/5 )()(ln +−= λ  .                                                               (35) 
 
In the dilute limit the AbV ex>> . Expanding the logarithm gives  
 
            exB
T
B bV
AAkVeAkS −≈ 3
^
2/5ln λ V
A
dT
Tda 2)(+ .                                                       (36) 
 
The VbAk exB /
2− factor is the same as the scaling limit of the hard sphere quantum gas 
apart from a factor of 2 reduction for identical particles.               
   One of the interesting features associated with the van der Waals EOS is its connection 
with a liquid gas phase transition when combined with a Maxwell construction which is 
introduced to eliminate regions of negative isothermal compressibility. A review of the 
nuclear liquid gas phase transition can be found in Ref. [44]. The van der Waal model 
parallels a density functional approach based on a Skyrme interaction [45,46]. The 
behavior of viscosity with temperature in a liquid is considerable different than in a gas. 
The viscosity of a liquid decreases rather rapidly withT  while that of a gas increases with 
T  [30,31]. As an example of the rapid decrease with T is the viscosity of water which 
decreases by a factor of about 6 from its freezing point K0273 to its boiling point K0373 . 
The result of Eq. (1,2) gives a slow increase of η as T  for a gas from v) , the mean speed 
of the particles. The ratio for )273(/)373( 00 KK ηη = 17.1273/373 = . In the unitary 
limit, 2/3~ Tη  and )273(/)373( 00 KK ηη = 317.1 =1.6.  
   A second interesting feature is the presence of a critical point where large fluctuations 
in density occur. The phenomena of critical opalescence is a characteristic feature of 
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these critical point density fluctuations where the scattering cross section increases 
dramatically because droplets of all sizes are present.  A simple model is the Fisher 
model [47] of a critical point where the distribution of cluster sizes falls as a scale 
invariant power law. The number of clusters kn of size k varies as
τknk /1~ withτ a 
critical exponent.  The present work evaluates the viscosity of one type of particle with a 
single fixed size. The viscosity of a given type of cluster depends on massm and radius 
2/DR = of a cluster as 2/12 /1~/ RDm using the simple expression of Eq. 2.  The radius 
term comes from the cross section through the mean free path and mass term is present 
from speed factors. The mass of a cluster with A  nucleons varies as .~~ 3RAmm p At a 
critical point, the matter is now made of many different types of clusters, but subject to a 
constraint of overall mass conservation which reads kkknA Σ= . Because of clustering, the 
multiplicity kknm Σ= is reduced from A to a much smaller number. Scattering can now 
also occur between particles of different sizes.   
  In a ratio s/η the entropy must be considered when bound states are formed. The 
entropy is greatly affected by large changes in the multiplicity. To see this feature 
consider the factor Bk)2/5( that appears in the entropy. Each particle (monomer, dimer,…) 
adds 3/2 Tkb to the energy and TkB toPV . Since kkknPVETS µΣ−+= for a mixture of 
non-interacting ideal gases, the entropy ∑−= k kkB nTmkS µ2/5 .   
   A second way to explore the behavior of a system around a critical behavior is based on 
an order parameter expansion. The simplest order parameter theory is a Ginzburg-Landau 
mean field approach which has been used to study the fluctuations in density near the 
critical point in nuclear systems [48]. Large density fluctuations lead to a divergence of 
the isothermal compressibility with an associated exponent describing the divergence. 
Similarly, fluctuations in the energy determine the heat capacity. The viscosity is 
determined by fluctuations in the stress tensor. Each divergence has a critical exponent. 
The critical exponents of mean field theories are not those observed experimentally and 
improved techniques based on renormalization group methods have been developed [41]. 
The divergence in the viscosity arises from the coupling of the transverse velocity to the 
order parameter density fluctuations. Past calculations [49] show that the viscosity 
diverges with an exponent 8/15 2π and somewhat larger values have been noted from 
dynamic renormalization group techniques [50].   
 
III.A.6. Isothermal compressibility of a dilute neutron gas in the unitary limit . 
 
As already noted, the behavior of the isothermal compressibility Tκ around a scale free 
critical point is an important thermodynamic quantity in such studies. The behavior of Tκ  
in the unitary limit also has interesting features. In the dilute gas limit these features can 
be obtained from the second virial coefficient through the equation 
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The ))//((1. TkVA BidealT =κ is the ideal gas compressibility. The Tκ should be positive for 
the mechanical stability of a gas. For an ideal Bose gas the isothermal compressibility 
becomes infinite at the condensation point with the singularity arising from the sum of an 
infinite series of terms in a virial expansion. For an ideal gas these terms arise solely from 
symmetrization terms of the type shown in{} brackets in Eq. (34). For an imperfect Bose 
gas this divergence is removed [41]. For fermions, if 2ˆb is positive, interaction effects are 
more important than fermionic antisymmetrization effects and Tκ will have a peak as 
T increases from low to high temperatures as discussed in Ref. [51]. The presence of a 
hard core potential or strong repulsive three body terms is also important in 
understanding the compressibility of nuclear matter. Repulsive components are necessary 
for saturation of cold nuclear matter at the proper density.  
   The unitary limit for a neutron gas is ))22/(22/1( 22/32/932 ⋅+−= Tb λ
)
 when effective 
range corrections are neglected. Then 2/1=CB and the additional factor 2/92/1− is from 
antisymmetrization of the pair of neutrons while the 22 /12/1 Sg= . The compressibility in 
the dilute neutron gas in the unitary limit is:  
       idealTT ,κξκ κ=  ,      
z
V
A
T )2
7(21
1
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2
7(21
1
2/9
3
2/9 −
=
−
=
λ
ξκ  .                                        (38)                           
 
When effective range corrections are neglected the isothermal compressibility takes on 
this very simple form. Effective range corrections to the compressibility can be included 
using Eq. (27). Since these corrections involve CB they contain both linear and cubic 
terms in the ratio Tr λ/0  and reference to interaction potential appears in Tκ . A neutron 
gas is mechanically stable when 0>Tκ and this condition is realized for low z . A similar 
result for bosons has z)2/17(21/1 2/7⋅−=κξ . For a hard sphere −S wave Fermi gas 
the ))/2)(/2(2/1/( 22/7, TCSidealTT Rgzz λκκ ++= is positive.   
  
III.B Viscosity to entropy density ratio s/η  
 
   Low viscosity to entropy density is associated with a nearly perfect fluid [4,5]. How 
perfect is a gas of nucleons? How close is a nuclear system to the AdS/CFT string theory 
minimum s/η Bk/)4/1( hπ= [9], where VSs /= ? As a first step in trying to answer 
these questions, a simple one component system of spin ½ fermions will be considered 
and with little additional effort results for spin 0 bosons will be given. This study is done 
in a unitary limit in the next subsection B.1 neglecting a small correction to the entropy 
density in the unitary limit from the effective range. In subsection B.2 and B.3, 
the s/η ratio is studied in a system not at or close to the unitary limit of infinite scattering 
length. In particular the effective range theory and also the hard sphere gas are used since 
simple analytic results can be obtained. The main difference with the unitary limit is that 
a dimensionless variable (labeled y ) involving either the scattering length or the radius of 
the hard core to the interparticle spacing appears in s/η . The s/η  becomes a function 
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of y and the fugacity 3Tz ρλ= .  
 
III.B.1 s/η in fermionic and bosonic systems in the −S wave unitary limit −∞→sla . 
 
   As a first example only −S wave interactions in the unitary limit will be taken. The spin 
½ fermion case is approximately realized in pure neutron matter where the neutron pairs 
are coupled to total spin 0=S and have a large negative scattering length. The fermionic 
case is compared to the bosonic case for spin zero bosons. Two main differences arise 
between the fermionic case and the bosonic case. The first difference is the change to 
symmetrization for bosons from antisymmetrization for fermions. The second main 
difference arises from spin degeneracy factor Sg and associated spin entropy. The entropy 
density to lowest order in antisymmetrization corrections for fermions is 
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The )64/(215 32 TSg λπη h= for −S wave fermions or bosons in the unitary limit. Defining 
the standard thermodynamic variable called the fugacity as =z 3Tρλ = TkBe /µ , the s/η is  
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The minimum of s/η  or maximum of η/s  occurs at mz given by 
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which has a solution 52.3, =fmz for fermions and 965.0, =bmz for bosons. For fermions the 
value 52.3, =fmz  is in a region of z where higher order terms must be included. The 
problem of a large value of mz for fermions resides more in the higher order interaction 
effects from three body, four, …body terms rather than higher order antisymmetrization 
effects. The s/η  at fmz , =3.52 is 
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For bosons =bmz ,  0.965 and  
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The 52.3, =fmz and =bmz ,  0.965 are in a regions of negative isothermal compressibility 
where the system is mechanically unstable.  Higher order effects beyond the second virial 
coefficient should be included for a proper description at these high values of the fugacity. 
The next two subsections look at the question of s/η away from the unitary limit.  
 
B.2 ,,sη & s/η away from the unitary limit; effective range approximation  
 
The behavior of viscosity, entropy density and their ratio away from the unitary limit 
−∞→sla is developed in this subsection. Again, the 4k correction in the denominator of 
Eq. [27] will be neglected which imposes restrictions on the relation of sla  to 0r as already 
discussed. The region 0/ >sa  contains at least one bound state and scattering off bound 
states must be included as well as corrections to the entropy from 4k corrections. 
Therefore, the case 0/ <sa will only be developed for now. To keep the results simple the 
effective range 0r corrections will also be omitted. Only −S wave terms will be considered 
in this section which requires MeVTkB 25≤ or fmT 3≥λ for a hadronic system. The 
viscosity for a fermionic of bosonic system is then given by  
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  For the same effective range approximation the interaction entropy is 
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with ]/1)()()2/(1[)( 2/12/12 πζζζζζζ ζζ −+= erfceerfcefS  . In the unitary limit 
−∞→sla , 0→ζ , 2/)( 2/3ζζ →Sf = 2/)2/(( 2/323 slT aπλ and the expression of  
Eq. (27) results. When 1>>ζ then )2/(1)( πζ →Sf and intS depends on the interaction 
potential through the factor 3sla . The intS  is added to the ideal gas entropy to give 
int
32/73 ]/)2/1()/ln(2/5[ SVAVAAkS TTB +−−= λλ . The s/η then follows and is 
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with )3/(1),( 23/2 yzyzF +=η and )/()4/2()/2(),( 23/2322/3 yzfygyzF SSS ⋅= . The 
)()/( 23/2 ζSS fyzf = with )2/(/ 2323/2 slT ayz πλζ == . A dimensionless variable y given by 
 
          3/1)//(2 AVay slπ=                                                                                             (47) 
 
is introduced besides the fugacity variable 3)/( TVAz λ= which is a thermodynamic 
variable. The y variable is a measure of the ratio of the scattering length to interparticle 
spacing. Including effective range corrections adds another variable which can be defined 
in a manner similar to y with sla replaced by 0r ; namely
3/1)//(2 AVrx oπ= which can be 
viewed as a measure of diluteness since 00 Rr ≈ the radius of the well≈diameter of the 
particle for a short range nuclear potential. A plot of s/η  versus z for various y for 
fermions is shown in Fig. 6. Again, the minima occur in a region of negative isothermal 
compressibility and large fugacity. 
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The ratio s/η in units of Bk/h versus z for various y  for fermions. 
The values of y are y = ,∞ 100,25,15. The lowest curve has the lowest y and higher curves 
have increasing y . Taking a minimum of ~/ sη  0.75 Bk/h , then ~/ sη 9.4( )4/( Bkπh .  
            
III.B.2 s/η for a hard sphere gas; −S wave model  
  
   Some simple models of viscosity treat the collision between particles as a hard sphere 
collisions. This subsection explores properties of such a gas, and in particular the 
s/η ratio, in a quantum description. The problem of negative isothermal compressibility 
does not arise as shown in III.A.6 for fermions. Only −S wave interactions are considered 
in this subsection. Results for all partial waves are given in the appendix. Results are 
shown in Fig. 7. 
 
   
 
                                                                                                                                              . 
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The ratio s/η versus fugacity z for various y for a hard 
sphere S-wave interaction. The vertical axis is sy /2η divided by Bk/h . The 
3/1)//(2 AVay slπ= . The left figure is the Bose gas and the right figure is the 
Fermi gas. The lowest curve in each figure has 0=y and each successive 
curve has 0.1 unit higher in y  with the uppermost curve at 4.0=y . The 
minima in s/η shift to higher zwith increasing y . The vertical axis does not 
have a large spread in values since the curves are rather flat expect for 
the 4.0=y curve. A comparison of the −S wave hard sphere model with the 
geometric limit is given in appendix A. 
 
 Theω , including an extra factor of 2 for identical fermions or bosons and a factor 
2/1 Sg =¼ for spin ½ fermions coupled to spin 0, is  
 
     =ω ))1()}43(54{)29((
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4
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where )/1( ξD is the Dawson F function which has an expansion for large ξ given by 
the )(ξD = )!)!12(/(2)1(02/1 −−Σ =− nnnnn ξξ . The ratio s/η is then given by the equation 
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The 23/2 / yz=ξ .  
 
IV Viscosity and collective flow in nuclear collisions   
         4.1 Kinetic flow in a relaxation approach to the Boltzmann equation 
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The kinetic flow tensor is )(2/)()((1 kmkPkPF ii
N
kij =Σ= where ji, are components of the 
momentum )(kP
r
of particle k which has mass mkm =)( . The sum is over all particles. The 
following ansatz will be used for the phase space distribution for a system of two 
symmetric colliding nuclei: 
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rr θθπθ ,            (50) 
 
The )0(f  = ),,()0( tvrf rr is taken as the zero’th order approximation to the Boltzmann 
equation which has a phase space density ftvrf =),,( rr . The utru rrr ≡),( = >< vr and 
2/),(3 trrθ = 2/),( 2 >−< truvm rrr where the expectation values are taken with .)0(f  The 
),( trn r = ),,(3 tvrfvd rr∫ . The Boltzmann equation is fmFvt r ))/(/( ν∇⋅+∇⋅+∂∂ rr =  
colltf )/( ∂∂ . TheF
r
is a force term from an external field or Hartree-Fock field. In a 
relaxation time approximation the collision term Rcoll fftf τ/)(]/[ )0(−−=∂∂ .The 
correction gff =− )0( is taken to be small and the left hand side of the Boltzmann 
equation is evaluated by taking )0(ff = giving 
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Repeated indices are summed over. The )//(2/ ijjiij xuxum ∂∂+∂∂=Λ and uvU rr
r −= .   
The pressure tensorP
t
has elements given by jiij UUtrmnP ),(
r= = ijij PP ′+δ =        
))3/()(/2( umm ijijij
rr ⋅∇−Λ− δµρθδ with θρτµ R= and ρ is the number density. An 
important connection is the relation of the kinetic flow tensor to the pressure tensor. This 
result is rdPrdtrutrutrnmF ijjiij
33),(),(),()2/( ∫∫ += rrr )()( PFuF ijij +≡ . The off diagonal 
part of ijF has a term coming from )(uFij which is the collective flow term and )(PFij ′  
which is related to the shear viscosity through the relationship  
 
         )(PFij ′ = Vijij mrdP ΩΛ−=′∫ )/(3 µ .                                                                          (52) 
 
The VΩ is the volume of the system. The minus sign in )(PFij ′  shows that the shear 
viscosity cancels part of the collective flow. Early calculations were presented in Ref. [1]  
and the results showed that the cancellation could be significant.  
 
         4.1 Viscosity and Reynolds number; laminar or turbulent flow? 
 
   The Reynolds number YR is defined as YR = )/( ηρmud where d is a characteristic length. 
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The quantity ηνρη ≡m/ is the kinematic viscosity so that ην/duRY = . The connection 
with the string theory limit on s/η  arises from the connection of the entropy density 
to ρ since ρBks ~ . Thus skdmR BY //~ η . As a first approximation the simple 
expression λη lvnm))3/1(= can be used to give YR as )/()/(3 λldvuRY ⋅= ) .  In a collision 
the characteristic distanced  is of the order of the size of the nucleus. The collective 
velocityu is of the order of the incident velocity in a medium energy collision. The 
thermal speed is cv /) = π2/8 mcTkB 20/1~ at MeVTkB 1= and cv /
)
6/1~ at 
MeVTkB 10= . The collective velocity c/  ≤ incident velocity c/  ~ 2/2 mcEcm  
where cmE is the center of mass energy per particle. However, the temperature is coupled 
to cmE via 3 cmb ETk ≤2/ . Thus )/( vu ) ~1 or ~½ the incident energy goes into flow and ~ ½ 
into thermal energy. Under these conditions the Reynolds number is governed by )/( λld . 
The concept of viscosity fails if dl >>λ . Taking dl =λ , the Reynolds number is then 
.1~)/()/(~ λldvuRY ⋅)  High Reynolds numbers occur when .1/ >>λld  For ,10~/ λld  
10~YR . Turbulence sets in when YR ~
310 . To get YR ~
310  requires a very short mean 
free path or a very short relaxation time since Rvl τλ >=< . But a short relaxation time 
destroys the flow, driving the system to thermal equilibrium in a collision. An analysis 
[1], based on a Fokker-Planck equation, of the time evolution of the momentum space 
density ),( 0 tPfP
v± of two colliding nuclei with initial momentum 0P
r±  gave 
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Each of the 2 colliding nuclei have A nucleons in the overlapping fireball region. At 0=t  
),( 0 tPfP
r+ + ),( 0 tPfP
r− = ))()(( 00 PPPPA
rvrr ++− δδ . The degradation of the centroid 
momentum is teP β−± 0
r
 , which is just the behavior of a particle started with 0P
r± and 
subject to a frictional force P
rβ− .  The β/1 is a relaxation time. The variance of the 
momentum spreads with time as ))2exp(1( tTkB β−− . An estimate of t is the collision time 
of two overlapping nuclei which is the radius of the nuclei AR  divided by the incident 
velocity incv or ./~ incAcoll vRt  Thus to have some persistence of the initial momentum, or 
collective motion, inccoll vRt /~1~ ββ . Using this last result and equating the relaxation 
time β/1 with the relaxation time Rτ that appears in the expression for the viscosity. The 
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u
v .                                                                          (54) 
 
where collE is the collective energy and thE is the thermal energy of a particle.  
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FIG. 8. Reynolds number YR and flow. At low Reynolds number the flow past an obstacle 
is laminar. At higher YR vortices appear behind the obstacle. At still higher YR the vortices 
break off and flow with the fluid. Further discussion can be found in Feynman [52]  
 
V. Conclusions 
 
   Viscosity plays an important role in many areas of physics as discussed in the 
introduction. An initial study [1] showed that in a heavy ion collision viscosity reduced 
the collective flow [1]. Recent interest in the nature of hydrodynamic flow in RHIC 
experiments arose from the possibility that strongly coupled hadronic systems can behave 
as a perfect fluid [3-5]. Studies of nearly perfect fluids appear in atomic physics and in 
particular in ultracold Lithium atoms. Such studies employ the Feshbach resonance as a 
tuning device where an external magnetic field controls the scattering length and 
investigates the unitary limit where universal thermodynamics applies. Furthermore, a 
lower limit on the viscosity to entropy density ratio came from string theory [9] which 
has motivated considerable theoretical discussion and further experimental studies in 
several systems. Thus, a wide range of energy scales in very different systems are 
manifesting similar behavior. The present paper explored questions related the viscosity, 
the entropy and the ratio of viscosity to entropy density to see if a nuclear system at 
moderate energy or temperature behaves as a perfect fluid. The large experimentally 
observed scattering length in nucleon-nucleon systems makes this system very useful for 
studies of the unitary limit and universal thermodynamic behavior at moderate 
temperatures of several to tens of MeV and at various densities.  
  The viscosity was studied in both a classical and quantum approach for several types of 
potentials. These include treating the collisions between nucleons as: A) billiard ball hard 
spheres scattering which is often used as a model in textbooks to discuss viscosity; B) 
interactions represented by an attractive square well tuned to the experimentally 
determined effective range and scattering length of nucleon-nucleon collisions; C) a 
combination of a short range repulsion and a longer range attraction which represents 
features associated with realistic interactions. The classical theory of the scattering angle 
was cast into a form that contains Snell’s laws of reflection and refraction with an energy 
dependent index of refraction. The lowest classical value of the viscosity of the attractive 
potential is the hard sphere limit. The quantum theory involved calculation of the phase 
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shifts from these potentials. A scaling law for the behavior of viscosity was shown to 
exist where the quantum calculation goes into the classical value in the limit that 
.0→h This scaling law parallels a similar result in which Fraunhoher diffraction 
increases the hard sphere geometric cross section by a factor of two. The unitary limit for 
pure neutron matter, when correct for effective range factor, was found to hold over a 
broad range of temperatures. A simple analytic expression was also given for this system 
away from the unitary limit. Several other features that are unique to the nuclear system 
such as a tensor force and an inner hard core or strong repulsion are also mentioned. The 
inner hard core removes a divergence inη  as the index of refraction goes to unity.  
  The entropy and in particular the non-ideal gas interaction entropy was further 
developed beyond the initial results of Ref. [28,29]. Using results for the viscosity and 
entropy density, the ratio of the viscosity to entropy density was analyzed both in the 
unitary limit and away from the unitary limit. The importance of the isothermal 
compressibility in such studies was pointed out. The s/η ratio was developed in two 
variables, the thermodynamic fugacity variable z and a variable y which involves the ratio 
of either the scattering length or interaction radius to interparticle distance. The minimum 
in the s/η ratio in the unitary limit (approximately10 times the string theory result 
of Bk/)4/1( hπ ) was shown to occur at high fugacity and suggests that higher order 
correlations beyond the two particle case are necessary for a more accurate description. 
Calculation based on a hard sphere Fermi gas where shown to be several times larger 
than the unitary limit. The need to include higher order terms was also seen in the 
behavior of the isothermal compressibility which is negative at the minimum in s/η for 
attractive interactions. Systems with negative values of the isothermal compressibility are 
mechanically unstable. The relation of these aspects with a van der Waal gas was 
developed and the properties associated with a liquid-gas phase transition and a critical 
point were noted. The results from RHIC suggest a much lower s/η ratio and a more 
perfect liquid than the moderate energy nucleonic case considered here with a much 
higher s/η ratio even in the unitary limit.  
  Finally, the importance of the viscosity in reducing the flow was illustrated using both a 
linear transport theory based on a relaxation time approximation to the Boltzmann 
equation and also using a Fokker Planck equation. The importance of the Reynolds 
number was stressed to see if the flow is laminar or turbulent. 
 
Appendix A.     Properties of a hard sphere gas 
 
Using )(/)(tan xxj lll ηδ = , CkRx =  and dxd l /δ ))()((/1 222 xxjx ll η+−= the viscosity 
and entropy of a hard sphere gas can be calculated. Identical spin ½ fermions can coupled 
to total spin 0 in even orbital angular momentum states ,...4,2,0=l  and can couple to 
total spin 1 in odd ,...5,3,1=l  states. Spin 0 bosons only interact in even orbital angular 
momentum states. At low energies, the −S  wave interaction dominates and the ω integral 
is very accurately described by replacing the sum inφ with just the 0=l term which is 
2 )(sin2 x /3. A dimensionless variable 3/1)//(2 AVRy Cπ=  is a measure of the 
interaction distance to particle separation. Theω , including a factor of 2 for identical 
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fermions or bosons and a factor 2/1 Sg =¼ for spin ½ fermions coupled to spin 0, is 
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The )/1( ξD is the Dawson F function which has an expansion for large ξ given by the 
)(ξD = )!)!12(/(2)1(02/1 −−Σ =− nnnnn ξξ . An expansion in inverse powers of ξ gives 
...).21/89/83/41()/82()( 322 +−+−⋅⋅≈ ξξξξω Sg  The long wavelength limit for 
−S waves is obtained from xx ≈2sin giving 2/82)( Sg⋅=ξω . The intS =0 since 
2/1/1~)( ξξCB .  The s/η is then given by the equation 
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Table 1 summarizes properties of hard sphere Fermi and Bose gases in two extreme 
limits.  Between these limits properties of these gases can be obtained from Eq. A.3-A.5. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
TABLE 1.  Limiting behaviors for the interaction entropy density, viscosity, ratio of 
viscosity to entropy density for spin ½ fermions )2( =Sg  and spin 0 bosons )1( =Sg .  
________________________________________________________________________           
Variable       −S wave long wavelength limit            Geometric short wavelength limit  
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The general result for s/η as a function ),( yz which includes all partial waves is  
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The FDP ,, wave phase shifts for small x are ...7/5/3/ 7531 +−+−= xxxδ , 
...189/45/ 752 −+−= xxδ , ...1575/73 +−= xδ  . The 212 )!)!12)((12/( −+−= + llx llδ is the 
leading order term for each l .  The semi-classical limit has 0→h and 0→ξ . The SD −  
contribution to )(ξω  involves 45/~ 520 xx −−δδ , has 64252 04/)45/(sin xxxxx +−=−   
and is missing the lowest order −D wave interference term. Therefore, the 2/1 ξ term 
arises solely from the −P wave.  The contribution of each partial wave is also given. It 
should be noted that the result of Eq.(18) gives an expansion forω  in inverse powers of 
2h since 2)2/( πλξ CT R=  2~ h .  The viscosity is connected to this series expansion 
around the −S wave scattering limit using Eq.(4).  
   Some remarks regarding the entropy are as follows. A spinless Bose gas has only even 
−l terms. Therefore, the first contribution comes from a −D wave. Letting 2int,S be the 
−D wave contribution to intS an expansion for large 22 2/ CT Rπλξ = gives  
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A −P wave interaction for fermions gives an interaction entropy 1int,S which is 
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Using 222 2// CTC RRb πλξ ==  and the small x expansion of the phase shifts leads to an 
associated largeξ  lowT expansion of OCECC BBB ,, += . The OCEC BB ,, ,  are the even, odd l  
parts of CB . To order 
2/7/1 ξ : 
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A comparison between the S-wave hard sphere Fermi gas and a Fermi gas based on all 
terms as developed in this appendix is shown in Fig. 9 for the case of 4.0=y  
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Comparison between the S-wave hard sphere Fermi gas and a 
Fermi gas based on all terms using Eq. (A.3). The results are for 4.0=y . The upper curve 
is the −S wave result. Some differences exist between the two curves, such as the shift to 
lower fugacity when higher partial waves are included. However the value at the 
minimum hasn’t changed significantly. The value of Bks /3/ h=η when Bksy /48./2 h=η . 
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